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Abstract
THE LIONS'S PROBLEM FOR
GUSTAVSSON-PEETRE FUNCTOR
E.I . BEREZNOÍ AND M. MASTYLO
The problem of coincidence of the interpolation spaces obtained by use of
the interpolation method of Gustavsson-Peetre generated by (parameters)
quasi-concave functions is investigated . It is shown that a restriction of
this method to the class of all non-trivial Banach couples gives different
interpolation spaces whenever two different parameters satisfying some
conditions are used .
1. Introduction
Let X = (Xo,XI) be a compatible couple of Banach spaces (see [1] for fun-
damental definitions) and let Fa, be an interpolation functor depending on a
parameter . In the theory of interpolation spaces is well-known the problem
of Lions : whether an interpolation family { .:a} depends effectively on its pa-
rameter . In the complex case, Le . ):a(X) = [X]a, 0 < a < 1, Stafney [8]
proved that (under certain auxiliary density assumptions on the couple X) if
[X] <,, = [X]al for some ao :~ al , then Xo = XI .
The complete answer to the Lions's problem for the real interpolation method
was given in [4] .
In this paper we consider the Lions's problem for interpolation spaces gen-
erated by the functor of Gustavsson-Peetre .
2 . Results
Throughout this section P denotes the set of all quasi-concave functions
W : R+ --> R+ «P is quasi-concave if 0 < W(s) < max(1, s1t)cp(t) for all s, t > 0) .
By Po we denote the subset of P consisting of all cp with W(t) -> 0 as t --, 0
and cp(t)/t -+ 0 as t -> oo . For a Banach couple X = (Xo, XI) and cp E Po the
space (X, cp) := G,o(X) introduced in [2] consists of all x E Xo + Xl such that
00
x =
	
E x ( convergence in Xo + XI ), x  E Xo fl Xl
v=-oo
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and for every finite subset FC Z and every 1 = with jj 1 < 1, we have
21°
(*) ~~~IV-x.Il x; :5 C (7 = 0,1)
VEF
with C independent of F and 1. It is well-known that G,p (X) is a Banach space
with the norm Ilxllw = inf C . Moreover G,, is an exact interpolation functor
(see [2], [3], [6] ) . For the other interesting descriptions of the functor G. and
its properties (see [3], [5], [6]) . If cp(t) = t° , 0 < a < 1, then we write G,(X)
instead of Gl(X) .
In this section we will show that under some conditions on cp o and w1,
G,wo (X) 7~ G,p , (X) provided X is a non-trivial couple of Banach spaces, Le .
Xo fl XI is non-closed subspace of Xo + Xl .
First we give auxiliary results . In what follows Bx denotes the closed unit
ball of a Banach space X. The following lemma is a modification of Lemma 1
of [8] (for completeness sake we give a proof) .
Lemma 1 . Let X = (Xo,XI) be a couple of Banach spaces such that Xo (1
XI :~ {0} . If there exist 0 < q < 1 and c > 0 such that
BxoyEXonBx1 I Ix -
yIIxo < q,
zE
then Xo C XI with continuous embedding.
Proof. Let 0 :~ xo E BXo, then there exists y1 E Xo fl cBX, such that
rl = Ilxo - yl IIxo < q by (1) . Now put_ x1 = ri
1 (xo - yl), provided r1 > 0,
then IIxillxo = 1 . Similarly, we Set that r2 = IIx1 - y2IIXo <- q for some
y2 E Xo fl cBX, and IIx2IIXo = 1 for x2 = r2 1 (x1 - y2), provided r2 > 0 .
Since r1 < q, so l lxo - yl - rly2llxo < rlq < q2 .
Proceeding by induction we see that there exists a sequence {yk} C Xo fleBX,
such that
I Ixo - yl -Eakyk+1l IXo <
qn+l
k=1
holds for rn = Ilxn-1 - ynJIX. :5 q, xn = rn
1(xn-1 - yn), where an = rl . . . rn
for n E N (without loss of generality we assume that rn > 0) . This irílplies that
x0 = yl + Lr~°°=1n anyn+1 (convergence in XU). Further yl +- Lr~°°=1n anyn+l E XI
by llanyn+llIx1 <_ eqn+l, Since X is a Banach couple, xo E X1 and thus
Xo C XI with continuous embedding .
Lemma 2. Let X = (Xo,Xl) be a Banach couple and let cp E Po . Suppose
that x = E0,°___. x (convergence in Xo +X1) satisfies the condition (*) . Then
for each positive integer N the following hold :
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(a) The series EN_. x is convergent in Xo and ¡¡EN_. xvIIXu
< Ccp(2N).
(b) The series EZN x  is convergent in X1	and11 E.n, x111Xl
< Ccp(2N)12N .
Proof-- (a) Fix positive integer N and put Sk r ENv=-k x for k E N. Then
for m > k, we have
-k-1 -k-1 1
11Sm - SkilX0 = 11 E xul1Xo = 11 E (P(2v)( 2j)xvllXoy=-m v=-m ~( )
< Ccp(2-k-1 ) --+0 as k -> co
by (*) and cp E Po . This shows that {Sk} converges in Xo . Since
JISki1x . C Ccp(2N)
for every k E N, it follows that II EN -.x 11X. < Ccp(2N). In the similar way
we get the proof of (b) .
In the sequel for given two functions Wo, cp 1 E Pwe write cpol (t) = cpo (t)/cp 1 (t)
fort>0 .
Theorem 1. Le¡ X = (Xo ,X1) be a couple of Banach spaces and let Wo, cp 1
E Po . Then Gpo(X) :~ G,wI (X) provided one of the following conditions holds
(a) Xo nX1 is non-closed subspace in X1 and Wol(2L) --> 0 as v -> oo.
(b) Xo (1 X1 is non-closed subspace in Xo and Wol(2-° ) --> 0 as v --> oo .
Proof. Let (poi (2") -> 0 as v -> oo . First we show that if Gpo (X) = Gw1 (X),
then
(**) Gwa(X) C Xo .
To see this take 0 < e < 1 and N E 101 such that
(2) Spol(2°) < e/2C
for v > N, where C is a constant of embedding G,pl (1) into G,,o (-9) .
Now let x E Gwo (X) with 11xi1wo < 1 . Then x = -~ x  (convergence in
Xo + X1) for some x  EXo flX1 and
11 1: 1.
2 x.11x; <_ 211111£_,VEF Wo(2")
for every finite subset F C Z and each 1 = {j,,} E Q..
j =0,1
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Put y = ,N-1~ xv and c -- 2cp o(2
N-1 ), then y E G,P . (X)(1 cBx,, by Lemma
2(a) . Define {u } C Xo n X, by u,, = x, for v E A = {v E Z : v >- N} and
uv = 0 for v E Z\A . Then x - y u,, (convergence in Xl) by Lemma
2. Moreover
II Sv
23
. 2)v
7(,F) uullxi = II E Jv;pol(2V)~(2 ) x.llxi
vEF vEFnA
< EC-1 II0c-, j =0,1
holds for every finite subset F C Z and each 1 = «.} E 9.,, by (2) and (3) .
Hence llx - yll w a <- Cllx - yllso, < E, so (**) holds by Lemma 1 .
It is easy to see that for every 0 VÉ x E Xo fl Xl and cp E Po we have
Ilxll,, < 2lixllxo/sp(Ilxllxo/Ilxllx,) .
Now suppose that Xo fl Xl is non-closed in Xl . Then there exists a sequence
{x  } C Xof1X1 such that 1Ixnllxonx, = 1 and Ilx,,lIX, --' 0 as n -+ oo. Farther,
assume by way of contradiction that G,oo (X) = G,w, (X) . Thus by the above
established inclusion (**), it follows that I1xllxo <_ KIIxi1,, for some K > 0
and every x E G,w , (Ñ). This implies that W1 ( I I x I Ix l ) <_ 2K for enough large
n E N, by (4) . A contradiction, since cpl(t) --+ oo as t -+ oo, by cpol(2 ° ) -; 0 as
v -+ oo . Thus the proof is finished if (a) holds . If the condition (b) holds, the
proof is similar .
Remark 1. For each Banach couple X and each ep E Po the space G,p(X)
is coñtained in the closure of Xo (1 Xl in Xo + Xl . Thus G,p(X) = Xo fl Xl
provided X is a trivial couple, Le . Xo fl Xl is closed subspace in Xo + Xl .
Corollary 1. If X = (Xo,X1) is a non-trivial Banach couple, then Ga(fc)
Gp(X) for each a, Q E (0, l), a qÉ P.
Proof. It is easy to see that X is non-trivial couple if and only if Xo n Xl is
a non-closed subspace in X;, i = 0 or 1 . Thus Theorem 1 applies .
Remark 2. Peetre [7] defined (for the case W(t) = te , 0 < 0 < 1) the in-
terpolation functor (X),o as the space of all sums F _. x, (convergence in
Xo +Xl) such that {x ,, /Sp(2V)} and {2°x /q(2")} are unconditionally conver-
gent sequences in Xo and Xl, respectively. If we consider the Lions's problem
for the functor (-),o , then by the same way we obtain that Theorem 1 holds for
this functor .
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